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-New
Marshal Lyautey's Administration of Morocco,
1912-1925
Alan Scham
Filling a gap in North African and French colonial history, this study illuminates the com-
plexities and rationale of colonial rule. The volume begins -with a biographical sketch of
Marshal Hubert Lyautey, concentrating on his term as Resident General in the Sherifian
Empire, a period that saw the establishment of the key institutions of the Protectorate. Later
chapters describe the organizational changes that the French affected in four areas: govern-
ment, property administration, education, and the judiciary.

1970 LC: 74-92680 350 pages maps $8.75

Custom and Government in the Lower Congo
Wyatt MacGaffey
The village of Mbanza Manteke and its BaKongo people are the subject of this detailed
picture of contemporary life in a Congolese village. In an effort to understand the changes
in social structures first under colonial rule and then under the independent regime, Mr.
MacGaffey focuses on principal social processes—weddings, funerals, and political competi-
tion over land ownership. Particular attention is paid to the relation between local authority
and town-based bureaucratic government. ^ L C ; ^ ^ f ^ ^ i l l u s t r a t i o n s $ I 2 - J 0

Tradition and Transition in East Africa
Studies of the Tribal Factor in the Modern Era
Edited by P. H. Gulliver
The essays presented here examine aspects of the nature and problems posed by the tribal
factor in East Africa and of the interplay of factors and forces, institutions and values, interest
and emotions, realities and fantasy, deriving from "tradition" and from the continued "tran-
sition" involved ifl modernization. One group of contributors examines the significance of
the tribal factor in certain general contexts and discusses some of the particular Backgrounds
to contemporary transition in East Africa; their essays concern politics, economic develop-
ment, language, law, and education. Other contributors consider the grassroots basis and
development of the concept of tribe and its operation in social life in certain rural areas.

1969 LC: 78-84787 372 pages $7.00

The Political Economy of Change
Warren F. Ilchman and Norman Thomas Uphoff
In this attempt to provide a social science superior to present political science and more
relevant than economics for the task of analyzing public policy, especially in relation to de-
veloping countries, the authors explore the functions and characteristics of political resources,
political exchange, and political productivity. The need for such a social science is illustrated
by the case of General Gowon of Nigeria upon taking office in August 1966. The authors'
perspective permits them to compare the efficiency of various public policies and to estimate
their costs. They believe that they can answer "How much is enough?" when the decision
to invest in political and administrative infra-structure is made, and can incorporate the re-
quirements of political optimality and feasibility into the same system that considers economic
optimality and feasibility. For the social scientist in search of a scheme that can deal with any
regime, this volume should prove stimulating and refreshing.

1969 LC: 71-81743 384 pages $8.50
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Ethiopia: The Era of the Princes
Mordechai Abir

A history of Ethiopia in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
with particular reference to the combination of pressures by which
Muslim and pagan invasions were repelled and Ethiopia emerged
under Menelik as a unified and Christian country.

0 582 64517 4 £2.50

Haile-Selassie's Government
Christopher Clapham

An examination of the contemporary political system in Ethiopia,
in particular the development of the central government between
the 1941 liberation from the Italian occupation and the present day.
The role of the Emperor and his subordinates, the constitutional,
social and main economic factors are all analysed within the con-
text of the traditional political foundations and their recent modifica-
tions.

0 582 64656 3 £2.50

Zamani: A Survey of East
African History
Edited by B. A. Ogot and J. A. Kiernan

An important and substantial volume in which eighteen leading
scholars combine the results of their individual research into original
sources to produce an authoritative and up-to-date account and
assessment of the last two thousand years in East Africa's history.

0 582 60273 4 Cased £3.00

0 582 60272 6 Paper £1.25

Longman Group Ltd, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex.

Longman
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Catalogue SYSTEMATIQUE de la SECTION AFRIQUE
(CLASSIFIED Catalog of the AFRICA SECTION)
Bibliotheque du Mus£e de l'Homme, Paris

Works in the Systematic Catalog are classified topographically, in departments,
in the order of their systematic numbers. The Africa Section of the Systematic
Catalog contains approximately 24,000 index cards, representing approxi-
mately 8,000 works and pamphlets. One section at the beginning groups all
the populations, since the ethnic groups rarely correspond to the national
political boundaries.

Estimated 24,000 cards reproduced in 2 volumes Price: %110.00

Catalog of AFRICAN GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
and AFRICAN AREA Index
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged
Boston University Libraries

Originally published in i960, this catalog and index have undergone complete
revision and have doubled in size since the first edition. The catalog contains
entries for 4,100 monographs and serials covering all areas of Africa. Book
materials are recorded in the index, in which some 3,500 entries identify topic,
tribal group, and place, plus many tribal names and their variants.

4,300 Main Catalog cards and approximately 3,500 Index entries reproduced
in 1 volume Price: $30.00

Dictionary Catalog of the Schomburg Collection of
NEGRO LITERATURE and HISTORY
The New York Public Library

This collection, international in scope, covers every phase of Negro activity
wherever Negroes have lived in significant numbers. It includes literary and
historical works by and about Negroes; magazines, pamphlets, newspaper
clippings, and many other sources of information. Of special interest are the
histories of ancient African Kingdoms, and a distinctive group of materials
on Portuguese Africa and Madagascar.
177,000 cards reproduced in 9 volumes Price: $731.50

First Supplement
37,100 cards reproduced in 2 volumes Price: $115.50

Prices include 10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S.

Descriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications

are available on request.

G. K. H A L L 8 CO. 70 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass., USA 02111
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The History and Politics of
Colonialism. 1914-1960
Edited by L. H. GANN and PETER DUIGNAN

The second in a five-volume collaborative history, Colonialism in Africa
1870-1960. " . . . a fascinating selection of different points of view.'

The Economist
£5 net

Papers in African Prehistory
Edited by J. D. FAGE and R. A. OLIVER

The founder editors of the Journal of African History have collected in
this volume some of the more important articles the journal has published
on African prehistory from the early Stone Age until the time when
written records became available in some quantity.

Contents
The prehistoric origins of African culture—J. DESMOND CLARK

The spread of food production in sub-Saharan Africa J. DESMOND CLARK

Primary cradles of agriculture in the African continent ROLAND PORTERES

Speculations on the economic prehistory of Africa CHRISTOPHER WRIGLEY

Aspects of the evolution and ecology of tse-tse flies and trypanosomiasis in the
prehistoric African environment FRANK L. LAMBRECHT

Concepts of race in the historiography of Northeast Africa
WYATT MACGAFFEY

Some questions on the economic prehistory of Ethiopia
FREDERICK J. SIMOONS

Some developments in the prehistory of the Bantu languages
MALCOLM GUTHRIE

The problem of the Bantu expansion ROLAND OLIVER

The Southern Rhodesian Iron Age ROGER SUMMERS

The Greefswald sequence: Bambandyanalo and Mapungubwe
BRIAN FAGAN

The Iron Age sequence in the Southern Province of Zambia BRIAN FAGAN

Notes on some early pottery cultures in Northern Katanga
JACQUES NENQUIN

Kilwa and the Arab settlement of the East African coast NEVILLE CHITTICK

The 'Shirazi' colonization of East Africa NEVILLE CHITTICK

New Light on Medieval Nubia P. L. and M. SHINNIE

Old Kanuri capitals A. D. H. BIVAR and p. L. SHINNIE

Ife and its archaeology FRANK WILLETT

Cloth £3 net Paperback 18s. net

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
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of continuing interest. ..
Boston University African Research Studies

Stanley's Despatches to the
NEW YORK HERALD, 1871-1872, 1874-1877
Norman R. Bennett, editor

Unavailable for decades, the original African despatches of the controversial explorer-
journalist have been gathered into one volume for the first time.

"Norman Bennett's introduction and copious notes greatly add to the value of this work for
the academic historian—his knowledge of the background of European activities in East
Africa in the mid-nineteenth century is pretty well unrivalled."—R. C. Bridges, University of
Aberdeen
"Professor Bennett's introduction offers a valuable commentary on Stanley's life."—West
Africa
Contents: Introduction; Part I, "In Search of Livingstone"; Part II, "The Expedition Across
Africa"; Appendices; Bibliography; Index.
Maps, illustrations, 546 pp. No. 10 (1970) 815.95

Leadership in Eastern Africa
Six Political Biographies
Norman R. Bennett, editor

Described as a "portrait of the nineteenth century—as manifested in East Africa," the
book gives essential materials for regional histories and demonstrates political pro-
cesses.

"A very good attempt to maintain a relationship between biography and history.... The real
value of the book lies in its wide geographical scope and the comparative political and social
history."—NAD A
Contents: Introduction by Daniel F. McCall; "Menilek II," Harold G. Marcus; "The Poor
Man of God—Muhammad Abdullah Hassan," Robert L. Hess; "Sheikh Mbaruk bin Rashid
bin Salim el Mazrui," T. H. R. Cashmore; "Mwinyi Kheri," Norman R. Bennett; "Gungun-
hana," Douglas L. Wheeler; "Lobengula," Per Hassing.
Maps, illustrations, 288 pp. No. 9 (1968) 7.75

Reconstructing African Culture History
Creighton Gabel, editor

Eleven Africanists from several disciplines combine to provide a valuable resume of
current anthropological and natural science techniques.

"A better than average cross-section of specialists... explored the protohistory and prehistory
of sub-Saharan Africa in search of a coherent culture history reconstruction and an integrated
methodology of approach."—Man (Royal Anthropological Institute)
Contents: Articles by J. D. Clark, Herbert S. Lewis, Roger W. Wescott, Jan Vansina, Alan P.
Merriam, Roy Sieber, Frank B. Livingstone, Edgar Anderson, Jack R. Harlan, Marvin P.
Miracle, and Creighton Gabel.

Maps, tables, 256 pp. No. 8 (1967) $7.00

BOSTON UNIVERSITY PRESS
138 Mountfort Street Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
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Yankee Traders, Old Coasters,
and African Middlemen
A History of American Legitimate Trade with West Africa in the Nineteenth Century
George E. Brooks, Jr.
This new contribution to African economic history describes the symbiotic relations between
legitimate and slave traders and details the effects of European wars, politics, and mercantilist
policies on the African-American trade.
Through economic studies like Brooks' it may be found that the influences of legitimate trade
on the people of Africa's West Coast were greater and even more enduring than the consequences
of the well documented, and more dramatic, slave trade.
"This book throws considerable new light on both American and African maritime history."—
Robert G. Albion, Harvard University
384 pp. Maps, illustrations, tables, appendices, bibliography, index. African Research Studies,
No. 11 (1970) $12.50

New England Merchants in Africa:
A History through Documents, 1802 to 1865
Norman R. Bennett and George E. Brooks, Jr., editors. African Research Studies, No. 7 (1966)

$11.50

BOSTON UNIVERSITY PRESS
138 Mountfort Street Brookline, Massachusetts 02146

RACE
A Journal of Race and Group Relations

The Institute of Race Relations, 36 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.I

The journal provides contributions to the study of race relations from a wide range
of academic and applied disciplines. Some emphasis is placed on articles contributing
to the debate on policy and structural change. As well as articles, the numbers in-
clude 'Quarterly Forum'—which carries discussion on methods, and reports on
organizations, conferences, and programmes—Correspondence, Book Reviews and
Books Received. One number in each volume will be devoted to a special issue:
the April 1971 number will be on 'Race and Pluralism'.

VOLUME XII JULY 1970 NUMBER 1
THE RT. HON. QUINTIN HOGG . Race Relations and Parliament

CLAIRE p ALLEY. Law and the Unequal Society: Discriminatory
Legislation in Rhodesia under the Rhodesian Front from 1963-1969
ANTHONY RICHMOND. Housing and Racial Attitudes in Bristol

ROBERT BELL . Marriage and Family Differences among Lower-class
Negro and East Indian Women in Trinidad

A. s. BARNETT, R. H. WARD, c. J. PICKVANCE . Some Factors
Underlining Racial Discrimination in Housing: A Preliminary Report on Manchester

Quarterly Forum. Reviews

Quarterly 70s or $9.50 a year 20s or $3 single copies

Oxford University Press
Press Road, Neasden Lane, London, N.W. 10
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